
Offered
Help & 

Support
TURNS DOWN

help and support. Feels 
requiring help highlights 

their own deficits.

TOLERATES 
help when given. Disinclined 
to ask for help. Doesn’t like 

to be seen to need help.

ACCEPTS HELP 
and support when offered May 

not continue to seek help, if 
difficulties are persistent.

Expects feedback and 
recognizes it as

DESIRABLE 
to help them grow.

SEEKS OUT
help and support from 
specialized sources.

□  Attend Live Sessions Every Week

□  Email your teacher with specific questions beforehand

example:  “Will you be able to review #6 on the Graphing Polynomials Assignment?”

□  Attempt to answer the teacher’s questions during the live session

□  Ask questions

example:  “Can you show that one more time?”

 “Where did you find that information?”

 “What steps should I follow?” 
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Encountering 
Difficulty & 
Obstacles

GIVES UP IMMEDIATELY
 when they encounter 

difficulty.

TRIES FOR A WHILE,
but gives up if not 

progressing easily. May try 
a few alternatives when 
encountering obstacles.

PERSISTS WHEN SEEING 
PROGRESS. 

Is developing a repertoire of 
strategies for getting past 

obstacles. 

EXPECTS EVENTUAL 
MASTERY.

 Understands new learning is 
meant to be difficult so sticks 

at tasks for long periods.

PERSISTS FOR LONG 
PERIODS

even in the face of setbacks 
and when new skills need to 

be learned to achieve mastery.

□  Attend Office Hours Every Week 

□  Email your teacher with a specific question beforehand, including what you do understand

example: “I think that I understand the difference between mass and weight. I am having a difficult time 

understanding the differences between mass,  volume, and density. Can we talk through that together 

during my office hours appointment with you?”

□  Tell your teacher what you have already tried to address the misunderstanding

examples: “I re-read the mass, volume, and density lesson.” 

 “I took notes about the mass, volume, and density lesson.” 

 “I tried to rephrase my notes in my own words when talking about the lesson with my Learning Coach.”

 “I watched the mass, volume, and density videos that you included.”

□  Ask questions

examples: “Can you show that one more time?”  

 “Where did you find that information?” 

 “What steps should I follow?” 
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□  Request Additional Feedback

□  Share what you understand from the feedback

example: “Thanks for letting me know that I included good examples of themes and conflict in my essay.” 

□  Ask a specific question

example: “Your feedback said that I should support my thinking with evidence. What would that look like?”

□  Try out the feedback & follow up

example: “I used the example that you shared with me and updated my essay to include evidence to support my 

thinking. Will you please check to see if I’m on the right track?”
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Feedback 
& 

Criticism
IGNORES

useful negative feedback.
Sees feedback as a list of their 

faults.

Accepts some direct feedback 
when corrections can be made 

quickly and easily.
TENDS TO FOCUS ON
POSITIVE FEEDBACK.

FORMATIVE FEEDBACK IS 
SEEN AS USEFUL,

as long as it is targeted and 
achievable.

 LEARNS FROM FEEDBACK.
Positive feedback is seen 

as recognition of the effort 
and process that led to the 

achievement.

REQUESTS CRITICAL 
FEEDBACK

from targeted expert sources in 
order to improve both process 

and outcome.
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□  Set Mini Goals

□  Describe the goal

example:  “I want to earn a passing grade on my next social studies quiz.”  

□  Assign a timeline

example:  “I will take my next social studies quiz on (insert date)”

□  Outline the steps that you will take to meet the mini goal

examples: “I will re-read the lesson and take notes.”

 “I will review the assignment to make sure that I know what is most important.” 

 “I will talk about the key points with my Learning Coach.”

□  Reflect on the progress

examples: “Which steps seemed to help you the most?” 

 “What are you still learning?” 
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Challenges

AVOIDS CHALLENGES.
Sees them as a potential threat.

TAKES ON EASY 
CHALLENGES

that they believe they are likely 
to succeed at. 

PREFERS CLEAR, 
IMMEDIATE GOALS

that aren’t too far out of reach, 
or in an area they find difficult.

ENJOYS BEING 
CHALLENGED 

by more open-ended tasks, 
even if not always immediately 

successful.

EMBRACES CHALLENGES
even when the path to 

achievement is not immediately 
clear.
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More resources at:

mySchool.org/SmartStart
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